By a slight strengthening of one axiom, a technical slip is corrected in R. S. Palais' proof of a basic lemma on functors from vector bundles over compact manifolds to Banach spaces of sections.
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For each compact w-dimensional C°° manifold M, possibly with boundary, let VBiM) denote the category of (finite dimensional real) Cx vector bundles and C vector bundle maps over M, and for each £ in some VBiM), let 5(£) and Cx(£) denote respectively the real vector spaces of all sections and of all C°° sections of £. In and the map 51->s o 0 is continuous since the C'-topology is stronger than the C°. Note that the map st-^s o 0 is decidedly not onto 9rc(</>*£), so this 9H obeys only the "into" form of (B §2). And now the "MayerVietoris" Theorem obviously fails, e.g. for the case M=S1, Mi and Af2 = submanifolds diffeomorphic to D1.
Finally, we observe that the local equivalent of (B §2), namely Axiom (B §2') on p. 12, should also be changed to the stronger "onto" form.
